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A. PERSONAL DETAILS

A.1 Name

Inesa Markava

A.2 Date of birth (DD/MM/YYYY)

05/06/1984

A.3 Country of citizenship

Portugal
Map It

A.4 Country of residence

Portugal
Map It

B. COMPANY DETAILS

B.1 Name

Imaginary Museums

B.2 Year of foundation or beginning of professional artistic career

2016

B.3 Portrait or company’s picture

MG_3165.jpg

B.4 Address

Doutor Manuel de Magalhães Pessoa
nº9, 3º esq.
Leiria 2410-131
Portugal
Map It

B.5 Phone

+351 91 300 366 2

B.6 Email

inesa.markava@gmail.com

Digital Platforms

Website

https://inesamarkava.wixsite.com/imaginarymuseums

Facebook

http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Portugal
http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Portugal
https://app.strongerperipheries.eu/index.php?gf-download=2021%2F10%2FMG_3165.jpg&form-id=1&field-id=28&hash=52cbe2a69520ffd0a64392a7e92ee70307625223598c38788e33a7c1ab4c1fcd
http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Doutor+Manuel+de+Magalh%C3%A3es+Pessoa+n%C2%BA9%2C+3%C2%BA+esq.+Leiria+2410-131+Portugal
mailto:inesa.markava@gmail.com
https://inesamarkava.wixsite.com/imaginarymuseums
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https://www.facebook.com/inesa.markava.9/

Instagram

https://www.instagram.com/imaginary_museums

C. ARTISTIC WORK

C.1 Choose the artistic field(s) your work most closely relates to:

Dance

C.2 Have you had previous experience creating abroad?

No

C.3 Have you had previous experience touring abroad?

No

C.4 Usual target audiences

Children (3-12)
Adults (26-65)
Senior (>65)

C.5 Presentation/biography/artist statement, including a brief description of your main motivations when creating, as well
as an overview of your international career (when applicable).

https://www.facebook.com/inesa.markava.9/
https://www.instagram.com/imaginary_museums
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Inesa was born in Minsk, Belarus, country with many beautiful lakes and forests. Since very young started her studies in
dance and music. In 2002 entered to the University of Culture and Arts in Minsk and during 3 years learned theatre, art,
management, music and art activities organization. At the University she met dance department students and the passion of
many years started to gain form: contemporary dances, new choreography language, searching for another way of body
expression become the main interest to discover and develop.
In 2005 she won one year exchange scholarship in Portugal and worked within international cultural program team in Leiria.
In her free time started contemporary and classical dance classes at Clara Leão Dance School and after the first public
performance was invited to work with School of Arts and Concerts for Babies project in Leiria. Within these two projects took
part of many international festivals and danced on the stages of Bilbao Philharmonic Orchestra, Antwerp Theater (Lause
Poliphoniae Festival), Mercat de Las Flors in Barcelona, Gulbenkian Festival in Kent, Graz Arts Festival, Philharmonic of
Luxemburg (Atlantic Festival), Le théâtre de la Ville ( Festival Chantiers d’Europe, Paris) of and many others.
In 2010 she finished Artistic Studies degree and started Master in Cultural Politics at University of Coimbra with a theme of
Museums and Education through Art. 

In 2016 started Contemporary Art PhD at Colegio das Artes, Univestiry of Coimbra with a theme Contemporary Dance
permeability within Exposition Space.
Since 2016 creating monthly Dance Visit for the Contemporary Art Expositions of Arquivo Gallery in Leiria.
In 2018 participated in Abril, Dança em Coimbra Festival with choreographical performance Territory Between: permeable
space within Pedro Figueredo´s exhibition of sculpture at Convent of St Francisco, Coimbra.
In 2018 took part in selected Performance The Garden at Biennale of Contemporary Art in Cerveira, Portugal.
At the end of 2018 was invited to assume artistic direction of Musicalmente Festival | 20 years of Concerts for Babies. She
was responsible to design festival program as well as work with artists of different areas.
In 2019, started the Moinho Imaginário project. Dance within Heritage at the Moinho do Papel museum, where she works on
the theme of imagination and dance in relation to architecture and landscape.
The Dance Exhibition performance. Reimagining a forest of objects about the long-term exhibition in collaboration with Museu
de Leiria premiered in September 2020 and has been carried out with several groups since then.
At the end of 2020, she created the 8' performance based on the Identidade Territorial exhibition. Imaginary of the Region
within the scope of the 2027 Culture Network – Leiria European Capital of Culture Candidacy.

The beginning of 2021 was marked by the creation of a global Imaginary Museum project that encompasses 3 museums
(Moinho do Papel, Leiria Museum and Museum of Moving Image) and a municipal gallery (Banco das Artes Gallery) in a logic
of artistic-cultural mediation of contents and heritage through the language of contemporary dance.

Finished the PhD in Contemporary Art at the College of Arts of the University of Coimbra in July 2021 with the thesis entitled
Territory between. Dance in the exhibition space.
In August 2021, she presented at the Museum of Leiria a performative visit to the exhibition «Bare feet and uncurtained
windows. A path in the Convento» in partnership with architect and visual artist Ana Bonifácio.
In September 2021, she began an artistic residency at the José Saramago Library with the aim of creating a performance that
will be integrated into the Scientific Commutation Conference program with the theme of new challenges for contemporaneity.

The Imaginary Museums addresses the theme of dance, movement and body in the exhibition space. Through this project we
explore the dynamic relationships between dance and other arts with a special emphasis on the exhibition contexts and
artistic-cultural mediation. Since permeability is one of the basic concepts, we look at choreography in the museological space
as a multimedia work, the body in motion as a filter and contextualize the idea of subtle communication as the mediation
vehicle for museological involvement. We look at museological spaces as creative places and territories where the body in
movement entered into dialogue with the exhibition, the space, visitors and as a result, the new forms of relationship and
artistic mediation found their fulfillment. 
The greatest challenge of this project is to bring together, in a theoretical and conceptual way, but also through creative
practice, a temporal and ephemeral art such as dance alongside and in permanent dialogue with the visual art and
architecture works of the exhibition space.

C.6 Has your work previously entailed participatory practices?

Yes
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How has it been developed?

It is a part of Imaginary Museums practice to involve participants into performance disenrollment. The moment of interaction is
carefully prepared in order to promote «easy participation» with most naturally possible. Usually it is last activity that in a way
summarise the performance that was seen, it is an activity where filling and understanding through doing is a proposal and
invitation free to accept or deny. As an example in Imaginary Mill, that was performed with diverse groups such as elderly
house group, university students, kindergarten children and disable youngsters from institution; last activity was spontaneous
dance with cotton rips of textile with the aim to feel the rotation movement of a mill and embody unity of a group through
dance in the circle.

C.7 Has your work previously involved site-specific / local contexts-inspired practices?

Yes

How has it been developed?

Preparing each new project within exhibitional and museological contexts I was guided by the following structure of 8 steps
and 8 aspects to consider.
8 Steps:
Step #1 Travel through the exhibition and listen to the works.
Step #2 What do the works evoke? what do they count? Study of shapes.
Step #3 Point, photograph, draw, sing, choreograph the responses.
Step #4 Organize, work on the collected material.
Step #5 Choose the bridge objects: exhibition-choreography.
Step#6 Rehearse.
Step#7 Submit.
Step#8 Evaluate.
8 Aspects to consider:
#1 Architecture of the exhibition space.
#2 Light (natural and artificial).
#3 Weather, temperature, atmosphere.
#4 Times.
#5 Acoustics.
#6 Works of Art.
#7 Visitors.
#8 Curatorial framework.

Dance Visits was the first project carried out in the scope of dance and exhibition in partnership with the Galeria Arquivo
space and in a demanding dynamic of 10 exhibitions per year, all with the involvement of national and international artists
from various artistic fields. Moinho Imaginário was a 2019 project in the field of dance in heritage, during which we prepared
and developed 20 performances in site-specific format on the history, memories and current experiences of Moinho de Papel
(restoration work signed by Siza Vieira) in Leiria. A year earlier, in 2018, we worked with the exhibition Ateliers by José Luís
Tinoco at Banco das Artes Galeria and in 2020 we returned to this space to choreograph the Ernesto Korrodi exhibition.
Beyond Architecture. We had the opportunity to integrate two editions of the Abril Dança Festival in Coimbra as part of a work
with an exhibition of sculpture by Pedro Figueiredo in 2018 and drawing by Tânia Carvalho in 2020. We are currently
preparing a performance in partnership with plastic artist Luís Martins who will open its exhibition in Leiria at the beginning of
2022.

Each creative process is unique and corresponds to a set of conditions, people and relationships.
some common points between Imaginary Museums projects:

• Relationship between moving body and exhibition space
• Relationship between visual art and movement works
• Permeability of the artistic process
• Body as a dramaturgical landscape
• Space as a dramaturgical element
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• Open character of the choreography
• Improvisation technique as exploration of the unknown
• Importance of intuition and human relationships
• Work in progress/Site-specific
• Search for dialogues between works
• Search for dialogues between works and space

By being open to space, the body intensifies its perception of the world, creating a mixed energy of mastery between
inspiration, focus and mindfulness. Imaginary Museums forms a particular logic of coexistence, in which the possibility of
creating a new space appears. Multiplicity is a reality, symbiosis is a method and metamorphosis is a result.

The following invisible elements are part of the territory om Imaginary Museums creation process:
• Imagination
• Repetition
• Continuity
• Observation/Listening

C.8 Submit your portfolio (English version mandatory), including:

Submit your portfolio(Required)
The document should be named as follows: Name of artist or Company_COUNTRY.
You may merge different .pdfs into one, as long as you make sure the maximum size of the document is not exceeded.
Remember to enable access to full-length videos whenever needed.

Inesa-Markava_Imaginary-Museums-_-PORTUGAL.pdf

C.9 Provide a link to a freely accessible promotional video of your work or a teaser to a specific production you deem
relevant/telling of your work.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o5AiomAL0UU&t=1s

D. MOTIVATION

D.1 How do you feel a transnational mobility experience, as provided within the current application, could benefit your
artistic career?

Imaginary Museums project began in 2016 as a part of academical research at College of Arts, Coimbra University. It was
great to be able to combine PhD studies with artistic practice that I've started in the same year within Arquivo Gallery. As I
finished my studies this summer and after developing and implementing the project with different Museums in Leiria/Portugal I
feel it is a right time to start with transnational mobility experience as this application provides. Im very open to learn within
new abients and artistic approaches and in the same time I will be glad to share 5 years experience in the field of dance in the
museums. Ideally I would like to develop tandem work within galley, museum or exhibition context both in Moita and
Narbonne and compare creative process, involvement of institutions and public.

D.2 What does “Connecting Dots” mean to you? How do you see you/your artistic work may relate to the Tandem’s topic
and why might that be relevant (if you deem it to be the case)?

https://app.strongerperipheries.eu/index.php?gf-download=2021%2F10%2FInesa-Markava_Imaginary-Museums-_-PORTUGAL.pdf&form-id=1&field-id=90&hash=3242771a2d5a4b945c23378a33dbd349b5071ccaaf0c742f37470ef5c20ed877
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o5AiomAL0UU&t=1s
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One of the main aims of Imaginary Museums project is to build bridges between different types of artistic language, bringing
together public and artists in the same level through valuing experience approach, straitening the gap between rational
comprehension of the work of art and sensitive involvement within the space and time. So Connecting Dots is exactly what I'm
looking for when I start a new production. How this particular work of art communicate with me? What an artist thought
creating it? Does that visitor stop or passe this painting? How the light and temperature of the room affect me in order to
move this or that way? On the other hand and in the framework of this application, the question is how do we Connect Dots in
order the final result become valuable for both sides, for both communities in Portugal and France. Here the word Tandem is
a key as through workshops and reunions we will be able to know each other better in order to discover our mutual values
and goals that will lead us to successful collaboration.

Terms of acceptance

Terms & Conditions and Privacy Terms

I accept Stronger Peripheries’ Terms & Conditions in full knowledge and willingly submit my application.
I am aware of and agree with the Privacy terms*

*Click here to check our Terms & Conditions

*Click here to check our Privacy Terms

Would you like to subscribe to Stronger Peripheries’ monthly (on average) newsletter?

Yes

Would you like to subscribe ARTEMREDE’S monthly (on average) newsletter?

Yes

Scoring

Average Score

0

Sent Notification: Validate submissions

Sent Notification: Admin Notification

Moved to folder: Pending (incomplete)

Sent Notification: Your application has been submitted!

https://app.strongerperipheries.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/stronger_peripheries_terms__Conditions_v2_final.pdf
https://strongerperipheries.eu/privacy-terms/
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Sent Notification: Your form has been submitted!

Workflow Submitted


